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Accelerate 2014-02-25 based on the award winning article in harvard
business review from global leadership expert john kotter it s a
familiar scene in organizations today a new competitive threat or a big
opportunity emerges you quickly create a strategic initiative in
response and appoint your best people to make change happen and it does
but not fast enough or effectively enough real value gets lost and
ultimately things drift back to the default status why is this scenario
so frequently repeated in industries and organizations across the world
in the groundbreaking new book accelerate xlr8 leadership and change
management expert and best selling author john kotter provides a
fascinating answer and a powerful new framework for competing and
winning in a world of constant turbulence and disruption kotter explains
how traditional organizational hierarchies evolved to meet the daily
demands of running an enterprise for most companies the hierarchy is the
singular operating system at the heart of the firm but the reality is
this system simply is not built for an environment where change has
become the norm kotter advocates a new system a second more agile
network like structure that operates in concert with the hierarchy to
create what he calls a dual operating system one that allows companies
to capitalize on rapid fire strategic challenges and still make their
numbers accelerate xlr8 vividly illustrates the five core principles
underlying the new network system the eight accelerators that drive it
and how leaders must create urgency in others through role modeling and
perhaps most crucial the book reveals how the best companies focus and
align their people s energy and urgency around what kotter calls the big
opportunity if you re a pioneer a leader who knows that bold change is
necessary to survive and thrive in an ever changing world this book will
help you accelerate into a better more profitable future
Strategic Agility 2019-01-16 strategic agility has emerged as an
important concept in today s markets production processes are reformed
with the help of strategic agility technology and innovation are used to
develop new products and markets strategic agility is crucial to avail
the first mover advantage in the market and getting the maximum share of
the customers also acquiring new customers becomes easy through
strategic agility straight behavior on the part of the companies gives
customers a better position as choices are expanded along which choice
passion for the customers profits are maximized for the firms practicing
strategic agility there are various pre requisites to strategic agility
development also these are ways to enhance the agility of the numerous
teams working in the company
Strategic Agility : The Art of Piloting Initiatives 2019 doz and kosonen
ask the question why do some companies fail to adapt to change while
others thrive on change disruption and discontinuity this book shows
business owners how to develop strategic agility so that a company is
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always up to speed and ahead of their competitors
Fast Strategy 2017-05-10 don t underestimate the early decisions of
making choices about where to pilot this is key in enabling successful
strategy execution
Strategic Agility 2019-05-02 strategic agility is a fast growing
paradigm for strategic thinking and strategy making that is finding
increasing acceptance both in academia and practice but what are the
theoretical origins of this paradigm what are the main lines of
development of the paradigm in the current academic debate and in firms
adopting agile strategies and finally what are the areas and topics that
need additional research with this book guido bortoluzzi and marco
balzano take us first into the past to look for the historical roots of
this disruptive paradigm then review the current academic debate on the
topic and present some cases of agile companies and finally they discuss
the potential future development of this topic in the field of strategy
research
Strategic Agility in Dynamic Business Environments 2024-06-08 this book
examines the impact of strategic leadership and organizational
ambidexterity skills on the strategic agility of a particular
organization in four parts in the first part the concept of
ambidexterity is discussed and the issue of organizational ambidexterity
is explained with its dimensions exploratory and beneficiary innovation
abilities as well as adaptability and alignment are examined as sub
dimensions in the second part the concept of strategic leadership is
expanded upon first conceptually and then across five dimensions
managerial strategic leadership transformational strategic leadership
political strategic leadership communicative strategic leadership and
ethical strategic leadership the third part focuses on strategic agility
the beginning of the concept of agility organizational agility and the
importance of agility are explained across the dimensions of competence
flexibility responsiveness and speed the fourth part focuses on field
study and the results are evaluated by analyzing the data obtained from
surveys of managers of large and medium sized enterprises this book
would be a valuable read for academics bachelor and graduate students in
managerial sciences and business leaders
Fast Strategy 2008 ensuring an efficient and agile information system in
organizations is a real challenge only an agile it strategy can underpin
this strategic information system agility offers methodological and
practical support to achieve effective it agility in complex and dynamic
environments
Organizational Mastery 2022-01-29 the agility series consists of ebooks
blog posts and webinars the agility series covers nine areas of agility
organizational agility this book strategic agility leadership agility
value agility delivery agility business agility cultural agility client
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customer agility learning agility why start with organizational agility
organizational agility is a reflection of the other eight types of
agility however what is also true is that how we define our organization
through our mission vision values and principles statements also
determine the type of organization that we end up creating kind of the
chicken and egg problem while mission and vision are specific to each
organization values and principles can sometimes be more universal for
example the values and principles statements of the manifesto for agile
software development are not specific to any single organization this
can also be true of the values and principles of an agile organization
as there are some statements that have a universal applicability to them
we hope to have captured the universal values and principles of an agile
organization in this book as the entire book series about agility it
stands to reason that we intend to iterate the books as we receive
feedback and suggestions from our contributors readers and clients while
we d like our first iteration of each to be the only one we ll ever need
we know that is not realistic this incremental principle applies to the
different types of agility for example learning agility was added to
series based on feedback from one of our council members before we are
done with the above list there may be others added as well you can think
of this as merely the beginning of a set of conversations on the
different types of agility as our conversations attract more voices we
fully expect the richness of our understanding to grow by refining and
adding to what we are creating through the agility series
Strategic Information System Agility 2020-12-04 agile strategy is a
practical guide for managers responsible for setting the strategic
direction of their organisations in increasingly dynamic markets through
its frameworks tools and real world examples it explains how to
transform business performance through greater organisational agility
leadership and management strategy business transformation why do we
need a new book on strategy the pace of change is increasing and
strategic management is not keeping up more than one in four 28
strategic initiatives fail to meet their original goals and business
intent 1 with insufficient agility identified as one of the top three
barriers to successful strategy implementation 2 the square peg of
traditional strategy vision mission and blue sky exercises the
separation of strategy from implementation no longer fits the round hole
of increasingly dynamic markets it is time for a new approach how is
agile strategy different agile strategy distinguishes itself from other
strategy and agile books currently available in that it is designed for
large organisations much of the writing on agile techniques addresses
start ups or small and medium sized enterprises smes which operate under
very different constraints and freedoms agile strategy is written for
large organisations who want to be more agile commercially led the
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approach is not a lightly airbrushed business rewrite of agile software
development practices but rather a fundamental rethinking of commercial
and operational business practices practical it is anchored in
innovative and robust concepts but designed as a practical how to guide
a book for practitioners written by a practitioner results focused
whilst addressing a broad range of organisational topics the book is
grounded in the definition and delivery of measurable business benefits
why should i read it agile strategy offers four key benefits to its
readers a clear framework radar a single easy to grasp guiding principle
the horizon measurable benefits a practical approach i hope you not only
enjoy reading about this innovative new approach but also go on to
realise the full potential of your organisation by implementing it good
luck ralph fernando 1 project management institute 2017 pulse of the
profession 2 the economist intelligence unit 2017 closing the gap
designing and delivering a strategy that works
Organizational Agility 2016-07-31 many argue that all organisations
should strive to be agile exploiting agility for advantage takes a
radically different view the author s research shows that requisite
agility is required meaning not too much not too little of the right
type and delivering wanted agility deliverables this is a book for
managers who want their enterprise to be intelligently agile but don t
know how to achieve this part one shows why agility is a strategic
option for commercial and not for profit enterprises part two describes
in detail a seven step agility orientated development programme for work
groups or entire organisations part three provides academic underpinning
on organisational agility for researchers and students of management
agility isn t easy and developing it is going to need much more than a
simple slogan this book offers very helpful insights into the detailed
mechanisms that underpin this capability and practical guidance around
how to build and embed them prof john bessant author videos vimeo com
449735611 vimeo com 461491774
Agile Strategy 2019-07-29 strategic agility is a topic which has
recently benefited from growing interest but is still also a fuzzy
concept that remains ill defined despite having being introduced around
two decades ago weber and tarba 2014 while it is a crucial concept for
coping with environmental uncertainty and instability the topic has yet
to reach maturity and in depth studies are required de diego and
almodovar 2021 this thesis aims to resolve three key issues around the
topic a clarify the scope and concept of strategic agility by showing
gaps in the literature b review the facilitating factors of strategic
agilityc provide a deeper understanding of the relationship between
selected key factors and strategic agility a clarify the scope and
concept of strategic agility by showing gaps in the literaturethe thesis
starts by providing a bibliometric and content analysis to uncover the
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most impactful papers on strategic agility between 1996 and 2021 to that
end we collected data from thomson reuters of science wos and elsevier s
scopus the standard databases that are used for bibliometric analyses
rodriguez ruiz et al 2019 as we found more references in scopus than in
wos we selected the former for our analysis this is consistent with the
findings of other authors chadegani et al 2013 and with the fact that
almost all journals that are indexed in wos are also covered by scopus
singh et al 2021 we chose keywords as the object of analysis as it is
one of the most commonly selected metrics to evaluate börner et al 2003
and because they are conducive to analysis and the tracking of the
evolution of the main topics in the literature
Exploiting Agility for Advantage 2020-09-07 an unstoppable business
revolution is under way and it is agile sparking dramatic improvements
in quality innovation and speed to market the agile movement has helped
companies learn to connect everyone and everything all the time with
rapidly evolving consumer needs and technology that is being updated
quicker than ever before businesses are recognizing how essential it is
to adapt quickly the agile movement enables a team unit or enterprise to
nimbly acclimate and upgrade products and services to meet these
constantly changing needs filled with examples from every sector the age
of agile helps you master the three laws of agile management team
customer network embrace the new mindset overcome constraints employ
meaningful metrics make the entire organization agile companies don t
need to be born agile with the groundbreaking formulas laid out in the
age of agile even global giants can learn to act entrepreneurially your
company s future may depend on it
Strategic Agility 2023 world class experts and seasoned practitioners
give deep and holistic insights on agility preparing executives for
leading under uncertainty
The Age of Agile 2018-02-08 shortlisted business book awards 2022 change
sustainability the ability to renew competitive advantage with
flexibility is essential for any business in today s turbulent world how
do you go beyond trendy buzzwords and master the principles of business
agility resetting management helps leaders understand why business
agility matters agility releases a new level of energy innovation and
entrepreneurship enabling organizations to respond to disruption while
still delivering business strategies with rigour and efficiency using
diagnostic tools and practical models the book describes how to master
the essential components and principles of agility and respond to
uncertain and fast changing environments featuring case studies from
some of the world s leading companies and illustrating how they have
successfully and less successfully transformed for greater agility
including lego general electric lmvh and ing stéphane j g girod and
martin králik provide leaders with the skills to master the
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transformation journey that is right for their business
Agility.X 2018-03-15 turbulence and uncertainty are the new normal to
thrive amidst complexity organizations need more than robust plans they
require strategic agility that s why forward thinking leaders are
turning to strive this practical methodology blends analytical rigor
with adaptable execution giving you the tools to rapidly construct
resilient strategies then evolve them based on real time insights in
this handbook jonathan mayo draws from decades of experience leading
complex change to reveal his battle tested strive methodology through
immersive examples and structured exercises you ll learn techniques to
thoroughly assess your situation diligently track external trends
mitigate risks define strategic intent map execution roadmaps and embed
agile feedback loops this end to end approach activates your team around
a shared vision while retaining versatility to adjust on the fly whether
you oversee strategy for a global enterprise or a lean startup strive
master strategy with agility offers an indispensable blueprint for
leading through uncertainty the future belongs to the strategically
agile are you ready to thrive amidst turbulence
Resetting Management 2021-06-03 stimson report on military readiness and
efficiency with a shrinking budget
Strive 2024-01-22 the first prescriptive innovative guide to seeing
inflection points before they happen and how to harness these disruptive
influences to give your company a strategic advantage paradigmatic
shifts in the business landscape known as inflection points can either
create new entrepreneurial opportunities see amazon and netflix or they
can lead to devastating consequences e g blockbuster and toys r us only
those leaders who can see around corners that is spot the disruptive
inflection points developing before they hit are poised to succeed in
this market columbia business school professor and corporate consultant
rita mcgrath contends that inflection points though they may seem sudden
are not random every seemingly overnight shift is the final stage of a
process that has been subtly building for some time armed with the right
strategies and tools smart businesses can see these inflection points
coming and use them to gain a competitive advantage seeing around
corners is the first hands on guide to anticipating understanding and
capitalizing on the inflection points shaping the marketplace
FYI 2004 in depth agility evaluation for a more efficient response to
change assessing organization agility provides a clear concise roadmap
to improved implementation of change written by two organizational
researchers at usc s center for effective organizations and a management
consultant with strategy formerly booz company this book provides the
means for assessing an organization s agility and formulating an
improvement plan beginning with a discussion about the meaning of
agility the authors enumerate the various contributing factors that
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affect how quickly an organization responds to change and the efficiency
of the response an agility survey shows readers how their own
organization compares in terms of both perception and implementation
allowing the formulation of an agility profile that can point out
strengths while highlighting areas in need of improvement case studies
demonstrate the real world impact of effective agility strategy and
example scenarios illustrate improved responses by each agility type
eighty percent of large scale organizations fail to meet their
objectives and poor agility is often to blame organizations respond to
changes in the marketplace economy and society by implementing changes
in their processes and procedures but planning and implementing change
takes time during that time the context of the initial decision
frequently evolves leaving the organization one step behind agility is
the ability to quickly implement change without sacrificing strategy and
assessing organization agility helps readers to discover the
organizational operational factors that contribute to agility assess
current agility from all perspectives highlighting areas for improvement
implement processes and procedures that streamline change events
maintain forward trajectory with adjustments to strategy and
implementation the current pace of technical competitive and
environmental change is faster than ever before and response
requirements are far more complex and sophisticated in this turbulent
environment agility can mean the difference between success and
stagnation assessing organization agility asks the questions and
provides the answers that lead to better organizational reflex and more
effective response
Strategic Agility 2013-09-16 the rapid pace of life work and business
ever increasing has some people excited and inspired some fearful and
some in denial it is timely to look at the effects of speed on the
fields of management leadership strategy innovation culture what are the
opportunities problems outcomes and innovations that arise from speed
and rapid change at work this broad ranging book will look at integral
aspects of speed at work and offer guidelines for dealing with this
rapid pace of change contributions include shifts at speed by bernard
salt high velocity organisations by bernard stapleton and the art of
slow by geoff small
Seeing Around Corners 2019 as technology continues to be a ubiquitous
force that propels businesses to success it is imperative that updated
studies are continuously undertaken to ensure that the most efficient
tools and techniques are being utilized in the current business
environment organizations that can improve their agility and business
intelligence are able to become much more resilient and viable
competitors in the global economy achieving organizational agility
intelligence and resilience through information systems is a critical
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reference book that provides the latest empirical studies conceptual
research and methodologies that enable organizations to enhance and
improve their agility competitiveness and sustainability in order to
position them for paramount success in today s economy covering topics
that include knowledge management human development and sustainable
development this book is ideal for managers executives entrepreneurs it
specialists and consultants academicians researchers and students
Assessing Organization Agility 2014-12-11 cont successful enterprises
get this infrastructure balance right more often than not because they
make regular systematic modular and targeted investments while having a
clear picture of their own overall infrastructure capability and how
each incremental investment adds value to lead on multiple dimensions in
strategic agility required an integrated infrastructure with high
capabilities in all infrastructure clusters and a deliberate approach to
data management to manage conflicts the paper concludes with a set of
suggested steps to link an enterprise s desired strategic agility with
the above average infrastructure capability needed
Speed@Work 2006-07-03 agile in simple terms means the ability to move
easily and quickly in the business circle agility or agile strategy
refers to an approach in product management wherein within the dynamic
fast changing market place an innovative strategic approach is conducive
for profit and success agile strategizing involves a method of planning
wherein importance is given to big picture thinking extra customer focus
and swift learning and adaption to the changing market scenarios agile
strategy focuses on gaining a competitive advantage mainly by
capitalizing on fresh innovations the concept of agile strategy
describes an organization s ability to stay flexible and fluid by
continuously changing as well as updating their operations through new
innovations agile strategic approach enables and equips any organization
to think and plan ahead of the market quickly mobilizing itself adapting
to market shifts filling capability gaps capturing new revenue in
advance of the competition and finally creating new markets
Strategic Agility: Strong National Defense for Today's Global and Fiscal
Realities 2022 a research based approach to achieving long term
profitability in business what does it take to guarantee success and
profitability over time authors christopher g worley a senior research
scientist thomas d williams an executive advisor and edward e lawler iii
one of the country s leading management experts set out to find the
answer in the agility factor building adaptable organizations for
superior performance the authors reveal the factors that drive long term
profitability based on the practices of successful companies that have
consistently outperformed their peers of the 234 large companies across
18 industries that were studied there were few companies that delivered
sustained performance across the board the authors found that across
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industries the most successful companies were not the usual suspects
found in the media but companies who possessed a quiet agility that
allowed them to quickly perceive and respond to changes so that they
could continue to grow agility gives organizations the ability to adapt
to fluctuations in the environment test possible responses and implement
changes quickly this book offers specific research based case studies to
help organizational leaders use agility to achieve sustained
profitability and performance while also becoming more adaptable to a
changing marketplace for executives leaders consultants board members
and all those responsible for the long term health of organizations this
insightful guide outlines the components of agility for business
organizations how to successfully build agility within an organization
how agility has its foundation in good management practices how to use
agility to gain a competitive advantage in the marketplace
Achieving Organizational Agility, Intelligence, and Resilience Through
Information Systems 2021-09-10 m business technology enables you to
achieve extraordinary organizational agility Ñ and deliver unprecedented
value to customers wherever they are in business agility internet week
columnist nicholas d evans draws upon real case studies to illuminate
today s best m business strategies and tactics and offers a complete
step by step blueprint for execution planning process models
architecture implementation and much more
Information Technology Infrastructure for Strategic Agility 2002 this is
the first book to fully adapt the principles of agility for government
leaders who want to make their organizations more effective and nimble
while better serving their public mission this practical resource will
equip government leaders at all levels with evidence based hands on
guidance for transforming their organizations enabling them to better
serve the public and their customers while many books focus on
organizational agility for leaders of for profit companies this is the
first one tailored to the unique requirements government leaders face
they must find a way to accomplish their mission while navigating
constant change government leaders at all levels must maneuver their
organizations through new often complex challenges ranging from new laws
that impact their agencies new technologies changes in leadership and
unexpected events by explaining how to manage and organize work
differently this guide will help leaders weather the storm of that
constant change so they can help their agencies realize their missions
and serve the public interest
Agile Strategy 2014-07-22 adopting the latest agile tools and practices
won t be enough to respond to rapid market change leaders must first lay
the groundwork by creating the right environment for these tools to work
many managers struggle to install the underlying organizational
operating system for business agility high performing agile
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organizations depend on the strength of six key enabling factors
leadership culture structure people governance and ways of working this
book explains why these factors are important and how they work together
to increase organizational agility real world examples stories and tools
will help leaders get realistic about the scope of changes needed in
their organizations and show them how to get started karim harbott does
not offer a book of recipes instead he focuses on mindset principles and
general patterns this book summarizes of the most important factors in
increasing organizational agility and why they work which leaders will
need to consider in a so called agile transformation because every
organization is different each will have its own route to agility and
high performance managers will need to tackle all the areas that are
crucial to creating an environment in which any chosen approach can work
The Agility Factor 2002 leadership agility is the master competency
needed for sustained success in today s complex fast paced business
environment richly illustrated with stories based on original research
and decades of work with clients this groundbreaking book identifies
five levels that leaders move through in developing their agility
significantly only 10 have mastered the level of agility needed for
consistent effectiveness in our turbulent era of global competition
written in an engaging down to earth style this book not only provides a
map that guides readers in identifying their current level of agility it
also provides practical advice and concrete examples that show managers
and leadership development professionals how they can bring greater
agility to the initiatives they take every day
Business Agility 2021-09-07 how can we ensure our strategy will succeed
especially in changing and uncertain times the answer as explained in
strategy mapping for learning organizations is to become a more
responsive organization one that captures its strategy in strategy maps
learns from that strategy and can adapt to deliver results for anyone
involved in managing strategy and performance applying the powerful
strategy mapping techniques will move your balanced scorecard from an
operational tool to one of strategy and change it will help you capture
communicate and manage your strategy more effectively however strategy
can no longer be simply a top down annual process it needs to be more
iterative emergent and involving many agile organizations have adopted
rolling plans and budgets to bring greater agility into the wider
strategy and performance management processes requires the tools and
techniques described in strategy mapping for learning organizations phil
jones provides a detailed guide to developing rolling out and managing
with modern strategy maps and scorecards building in agility and
learning his book incorporates the latest strategic thinking and models
it places the balanced scorecard in a wider governance context that
includes the management of risk and environmental and social
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responsibility fully illustrated with examples from many different
organizations this book will help you deliver your strategy better
The Government Leader’s Field Guide to Organizational Agility 2007 this
book constitutes the proceedings of the third international workshop on
model driven organizational and business agility moba 2023 which took
place in zaragoza spain in june 2023 moba was launched with the purpose
of fetching scientific rigor into the agile practice within an entire
enterprise especially focusing on the role of models and modeling the 9
papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected
from 18 submissions they cover topics like business intelligence agile
business rules agile software development adaptive domain specific
interfaces or reconfigurable software architectures
Strategic Agility in the Semiconductor Industry in Malaysia and
Singapore 2016 know how to lead and establish business agility in your
organization benefit from clear actionable steps based on change
management truths that have been long underutilized and have limited the
success of agile expansion into your business this book provides a
pragmatic framework for leading your business toward shifting to an
agile mindset achieving business agility offers strategies and concrete
examples to engage business executives and will teach you how to
effectively execute these strategies whether you are a delivery
executive a change advocate a consultant a business leader or a newcomer
to agile you will learn clear actions from a practical business oriented
perspective that is vital to effect change and bring agile into your
business the book is structured in three sections the first provides you
with a deep understanding of each of four strategies the second section
tells the story of a company that applied these strategies through the
eyes of several key players the last section helps you get started
applying what you learned in your own company what you ll learn get the
attention of your executives by alerting them to a company problem that
can impact them personally and create a sense of urgency to address it
collaborate with your executives in a way that gets them to open up and
to see how their operating model is a contributing cause to the company
problem demonstrate how your executives can specifically benefit from a
new agile business operating model and address the company problem
create a reinforcement structure on a larger scale to establish agile as
the new standard operating model in your organization who this book is
for managers business leaders and consultants at for large enterprises
or small startups who want their company to better compete in today s
fast moving markets that present threats and opportunities at every turn
no agile expertise is required
Business model innovation, business model enablers and the strategic
agility paradox 2021-06-01 this is the first book to fully adapt the
principles of agility for government leaders who want to make their
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organizations more effective and nimble while better serving their
public mission this practical resource will equip government leaders at
all levels with evidence based hands on guidance for transforming their
organizations enabling them to better serve the public and their
customers while many books focus on organizational agility for leaders
of for profit companies this is the first one tailored to the unique
requirements government leaders face they must find a way to accomplish
their mission while navigating constant change government leaders at all
levels must maneuver their organizations through new often complex
challenges ranging from new laws that impact their agencies new
technologies changes in leadership and unexpected events by explaining
how to manage and organize work differently this guide will help leaders
weather the storm of that constant change so they can help their
agencies realize their missions and serve the public interest
The 6 Enablers of Business Agility 2019 george kohlrieser an
international leadership professor consultant and veteran hostage
negotiator explains that it is only by openly facing conflict that we
can truly progress through the most difficult business challenges in
this provocative book he reveals how the proven techniques and
psychological insights used in hostage negotiation can be applied
successfully to any personal or business relationship step by step he
outlines the seven key factors that anyone can use to remove the blocks
that stand in the way of resolving tough problems and shows how business
leaders in particular can develop and access the skills they need to
create trust and a positive mind set in their companies
The Relationship Between Digital Transformation and Strategic Agility
2006-10-20 master s thesis from the year 2007 in the subject business
economics business management corporate governance grade a london
business school language english abstract fashion retail has always been
a highly competitive and fast changing business where many chains have
risen dramatically and then fallen just as quickly today as many firms
are struggling to compete while simultaneously managing their costs and
delivering adequate returns others are thriving in the face of shifting
circumstances in the past decade a relatively new phenomenon called fast
fashion has commanded the attention of the consumers managers and
investors fast fashion retail pioneers like zara and h m with their
super responsive supply chains and efficient decision making processes
are able to produce and distribute affordable high end fashion at
breakneck speeds they relentlessly offer customers the cheap chic
products they want where they want avoiding any unnecessary faux pas as
a result they enjoy higher profit margins than their competitors an
average of 16 plus percent versus a modest 7 percent for typical apparel
or specialty apparel retailers and in european countries where the
concept began this business represents anywhere from 5 to 18 percent of
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the total apparel market an in depth analysis of a set of fashion
retailers has revealed some of the critical ingredients of success
distinguishing such factors from incidental ones in essence we found
that what sets fast fashion companies apart from all other competitors
is that they conceive strategy and its implementation as an iterative
rather than a linear process they intuitively yet consistently move
through a loop placing less emphasis on hierarchy and more on feedback
dialogue group processes understanding organisational complexity and
dynamics and limiting uncertainty by moving through the iterative cycle
of translating understanding into action they are able to fashion
superior strategi
Leadership Agility 2016-04-01
Strategy Mapping for Learning Organizations 2023-11-05
Model-Driven Organizational and Business Agility 2018-10-10
Achieving Business Agility 2021-09-07
The Government Leader’s Field Guide to Organizational Agility 2011-01-06
Hostage at the Table 2010-03
Achieving Strategic Agility - on the Fast Track to Superior Performance
in Fashion Retail
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